
Indoor Drytools instructions Verticallife 2022 
 
Vertical Drytools are specifically designed for indoor use in public 
bouldering and climbing gyms on standard climbing holds. 
 
The tools are designed in such a way that they will not break the holds 
in a gym. The wood will not damage the walls and the rubber is 
climbing shoe rubber. So, these are practically climbing shoes on a 
stick. We advise to climb on easy holds and not during busy times in 
the gym. The use of a helmet is advised since the tools might fall/slip 
towards your head. 
 
Talk to your local gym before climbing. Show them this instruction 
manual to clarify how indoor drytool training tools work. 
 
 
When bouldering: 

- Make sure you have permission to climb on your tools.  
- Be aware of your surrounding and check if the holds are appropriate. 
- Make sure not to drop/ hit any persons climbing close to you. 
- Always use the tools in a pull direction (image 1). 
- Never torque the tools see (image 2). 
- Never steinpull (image 3). 
- Never let go of your tools or throw with your tools 
- Never swing/hammer into a wall. 
- Replace the rubber pad before it is worn out and the wood touches the holds 

 
 

1. the tools are designed to pull 
this can be downwards 
vertical horizontal sideways or 
even “floating” upwards. 

 
 



2. Do not torque the tool between 
the holds and the wall. The tool is 
designed to break before the climbing 
hold break/damages! 

 
 

Do not steinpull the tool between the 
holds and the wall. The tool is 
designed to break before the climbing 
hold break/damages! 
 
Warning! Your tool will break when 
you steinpull! 

 

 
 

 



 
Indoor climbing. 
 

- Make sure you have permission to climb on your tools.  
- We advise to climb on easy holds and not during busy 

times in the gym.  
- The use of a helmet is advised since the tools might 

fall/slip on to your head. 
- When climbing on a rope always use leashes to prevent 

the tools from falling to the ground. 
- Use leashes to connect the tools with a carabiner to 

the rope! Never to the harness! In case of a fall, you 
don’t want to fall with your harness into the leash/tool 
(see image) à 

- Replace the rubber pad before it is worn (it’s worn when 
the wood touches the holds)   

 
For further instruction see:  
https://youtu.be/QSp_TIdnYXo 
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